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OPEN COURSE DEVELOPMENT GUIDE & FUNDING CONDITIONS

Introduction
The purpose of this guide is to explain the National Forum’s professional development (PD) open course
design and development process and to provide guidance on good practice for collaborating development
teams. This document should be read by the full development team to inform their open course
development proposal and preparation for delivery.
Teams considering course development can apply for funding to support the process. There are two
stages to applying for funding to develop a PD open course.
1.

establishment of course team and completion of the PD Open Course Proposal and Funding 		
Application Template

2.

approval of funding conditions and funds transfer

Once the development proposal is agreed with the National Forum, the development team must sign
an agreement template that outlines their requirements for funding. They must return the completed
agreement template to info@opencourses.ie. This agreement should include a statement of any deviation
from the standard development process, as outlined in this guide, which has been agreed with the
development team. Once the agreement is approved by the National Forum, the funds are transferred to
the lead developer’s institution.

Audience for the open courses
Although the target audience for the open courses is primarily colleagues working in higher education,
many of the topics and materials are equally relevant to the further education and training (FET) sector.
Our experience to date has clearly demonstrated that the most successful courses are those that are
readily interpretable in a range of contexts. This reflects the diversity of provision in higher education but
also enables the courses to be largely adaptable to and/or inclusive of the FET context.

Open course development process
The PD open course development process outlined in this document has been designed to provide
guidance for collaborating development teams and to ensure a consistent and good practice approach is
taken across all open courses that are/have been developed. The process is presented in two parts: Part A
provides guidance on the role and responsibilities of collaborating development teams, as well as outlining
the requirements for delivery; Part B outlines the conditions for funding and acceptance for those who are
being supported by the National Forum.
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PART A – Guidance for Open Course Developers

What are the initial steps in the open course development process?
There are four initial steps in the open course development process.
1. The open course topic is identified in negotiation with the National Forum.
2. The open course development team is established. The team should comprise those with recognised
expertise in the topic under development. We advise that a broad development team be put in place
(there should be a mix of collaborating institutions participating in the open course development team
from across the institution types).
It is good practice to have a range of institutions and expertise working together to ensure different
perspectives are incorporated and the diversity of the whole higher education sector is better reflected.
In addition, it is recommended that within the team there is prior experience of teaching, learning, and
managing a course within a VLE as well as using Adobe Connect/Zoom/MS Teams or equivalent.
3. The National Forum and the development team discuss funding and agree a budget for the open
course development. Where the development team do not have the relevant expertise in designing for
an online environment, they should consider allocating some of the development funding to obtaining
support from an instructional designer for the content and multimedia resources and/or a learning
technologist to support the delivery/facilitation.
4. The development team provide an outline budget and time frame for development and delivery.
The lead developer must sign and return to the National Forum an PD Open Course Proposal and
Funding Application Template and this must be approved by the National Forum before any funding
is transferred. This agreement will outline the standard development process agreed with the
development team, as described in this document, and any agreed deviations from this process. Once
approved, the funding will be transferred to the institution of the lead developer.

What happens next?
Before development commences, it is recommended, where possible, that some of the course developers
register and undertake one of the existing suite of online open courses. The experience as a participant on
another course will ensure that the development team has a very good sense of the format and delivery
requirements/style of the open courses. The current open courses are available on the National Forum
calendar: https://opencourses.teachingandlearning.ie/upcoming-courses/

What is the role of the open course development team?
The role of the open course development team is:
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•

to develop the course content in the three delivery modes (online, face-to-face (F2F) and self-study),
as negotiated with the National Forum and to agree dates with the National Forum for roll-out; these
dates will be included in the National Forum Open Course calendar

•

to run the first participant open course in an online format
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•

to provide the resources pack for the F2F/blended option and fully develop a self-study course on the
National Forum Moodle platform which will be made available through the National Forum website so
that a Facilitator/individual can systematically work through independently

•

to run the initial Facilitator training (online) for those who have successfully completed the open course
- please note that the Facilitator open course is normally run in the same time frame as the participant
course

•

to award the open course digital badge to successful participants - please note, the badge can only be
issued by a Facilitator who has earned the National Forum badge for that particular open course

Development teams should note that funding is only allocated on the basis of all three delivery formats
being readily available for implementation by the end of the course development process (F2F/blended,
self-study and online). So that all three delivery formats are suitably aligned from a pedagogical
perspective, it is advised that the course development team considers the design as an integrated process
by simultaneously considering how to develop the course online, how to develop it F2F/blended and how
to develop it as a self-study.

What are the key design features of an open course?
The open courses are endorsed by the National Forum and have an agreed format. The National Forum
will work with the development team to ensure that the following agreed design features are consistent
across all open courses.
•

Four badge criteria that must be met, written using active verbs and in clear language.

•

Approximately 25 hours of learner effort, including any content to be engaged with and activities that
need to be completed.

•

Mapped to the national professional development framework for those who teach in higher education.
The following resources may be useful to include in your ‘Course Resources’ space:

•

–

Structure of the PD Framework explained: https://www.teachingandlearning.ie/our-priorities/
structure-of-the-professional-development-framework/

–

PD Framework video: https://www.teachingandlearning.ie/resource/national-professionaldevelopment-framework/

–

PD Domains video: https://www.teachingandlearning.ie/resource/national-professionaldevelopment-framework-domains/

–

PD Values video: https://www.teachingandlearning.ie/resource/national-professional-developmentframework-values/

Uses a peer triad system of assessment. Through participation in the open courses content webinars
and completion of activities, course participants are given the opportunity to meet all the criteria set
out for earning the associated digital badge. Assessment of the learning occurs through the use of
a peer triad system where participants are grouped into triads within which they are encouraged
to work together and share their approach to professional development. To gain their digital badge,
participants must share with their triad how they have met the four badge criteria; this is done through
the opencourse.ie Moodle interface, or depending on the mode of delivery, through the National Forum
website or through the open course Facilitator. (A ‘Guide to Implementing Peer Triads’ is provided for
each Facilitator). Once all members of the triad are satisfied that each of them has met the criteria,
they can claim their digital badge.
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•

It should be noted that the Facilitator peer triad can either be a new one that is formed from those
colleagues who have signed up for the Facilitator course, or the original peer triad that worked well
in the open course itself can be carried forward into the Facilitator one (this has the advantage of
simplifying the peer contracts stage) as opposed to creating new peer-learning groups. Ultimately this
decision is left to the course Facilitators as they have the best insights into how the triads are working
in each instance.

•

The badge design follows the National Forum style.

•

All course content is peer reviewed by at least two people who have not been involved in the open
course development. Course developers identify the two peer reviewers. It is recommended that one
reviewer is chosen to provide feedback on the coherence and currency of the content, and the other
asked to look at the online design and interaction. Course developers agree the time frame for the peer
review in relation to the course development schedule.

•

A short high quality video for the target audience is produced explaining what the open course does
and outlining the badge criteria. The purpose of this video is to explain to a prospective participant
why they might take this open course. It is recommended to develop a transcript/story-board for the
video in the first instance and to agree that with the National Forum before recording. The video can
be developed in the same style as the previous National Forum open course videos. Once developed,
the video can be used to publicise the course.

•

The open course is developed in three delivery modes (self-study, F2F/blended and online) unless
otherwise agreed with the National Forum.

•

It is a requirement of the course development team to ensure that all course content, materials,
activities and resources are made available in a downloadable format for all future Facilitators of the
open course who will be delivering it in a local context - please note that all open course materials
must be available under a cc-by licence.

•

Up to a month prior to the open course being delivered in any of these formats, it is a requirement
that the course outline, content, activities and VLE interface are sent to the National Forum for a
final review. This will allow time for any concluding revisions to be made before the course ‘goes live’.
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Requirements for Delivery
There are technical and pedagogical considerations associated with delivering an open course. Some
essential considerations are described in this section; additional information about the three modes of
delivery is also provided here. There are also particular considerations regarding starting and ending the
open course. Guidance is also provided on registration and course evaluation.

Registration
The open course development team are strongly encouraged to dedicate sufficient time to allow
participants to register on the course, and to contact you in advance if they have queries.
In order to fill your allocated places in the open course, it is worthwhile to think in advance about using
your existing networks and contacts to market/advertise as widely as possible.
We recommend a minimum of 30 participants (which equates to 10 peer triads). This is, we believe from
experience, the optimum number of participants to register on the course. The decision on whether to
exceed this number is made by the open course Facilitators, as it depends on their shared capacity to
support a larger group. Where necessary, a waiting list can be set up and additional participants can
register interest for the course on the National Forum opencourses.ie web site; these colleagues will be
automatically notified of the next iteration of the course.
We will request key information from the course developers to advertise the course: course title, four
badge criteria, delivery dates. Please note that there is an ‘Expression of interest’ form on the National
Forum website that enables individuals to ask that they be informed if a particular course opens for
registration – we will send out updates to the list to inform when a new course iteration has been added
to the open courses calendar.
Developers must use a Participant Registration Form: this is a standardised form, provided by the
National Forum, with the option for Facilitators to add in one or two fields as required.
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Orientation/Induction for the open course
Facilitators should send out a welcome email to all participants who have been allocated a place on the
open course the week before the course begins. This is crucial for setting the welcoming tone of the open
course and ensuring that all who have registered have been notified of important details associated with
logging in, and any additional ‘getting started’ information deemed relevant.

Technical support for your open course
The lead developer is required to ensure that there is IT support in place for the duration of the delivery
of the open course, especially for webinar technical trouble-shooting for all Facilitators. IT support
may also need to be provided to address participant technical queries; this is also the lead developer’s
responsibility.

Evaluation and post course access
When evaluating the open course with the participant cohort, it is important to review all feedback from
the first roll-out of the course, and to revise materials/approaches as required.
It is useful at the beginning of the course to let the participants know the duration of their access to
the Moodle site which will be throughout the course and for a three month period after the course has
finished; for manageability purposes, the National Forum closes down the iterations of all the open
courses on Moodle after this three-month access period. Facilitators should let participants know about
this limit on access and should highlight to them to keep a record of all resources, discussions, reflections,
etc. as they go along in their PD portfolios (as they likely are doing anyway). Where participants do want
additional access time after the course ends to look back on various materials, the three-month time
frame allows for that.
All Facilitators will have open-ended access to their own course. The self-study versions will be open to all
participants who take them (with no closing date).
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Facilitator badge criteria
The same criteria for gaining a Facilitator badge apply across all open courses. Colleagues wishing to
achieve the Facilitator badge must:
•

have successfully completed the relevant open course and have gained the National Forum digital
badge

•

demonstrate (through the associated Facilitator course) the importance of the course topic in
enhancing teaching and learning

•

contextualise the open course material for delivery in their own institutional setting

•

develop a plan for delivery of the open course, including identifying appropriate resources and
approaches

In order to facilitate an open course, an individual must have the Facilitator badge for the particular
course they want to deliver.

Using the PD Open Courses platform as a Facilitator
The National Forum PD Open Courses platform in Moodle is designed as a ‘one stop shop’ for those in the
sector who are interested in furthering their professional development. Within this interface, Facilitators
can:
•

register for the open courses

•

set up their own course if they have earned a Facilitator digital badge for that open course

•

access materials to download and deliver as a Facilitator

Open course Facilitators can (if they wish) set up and run courses through the National Forum Moodle
platform using provided course outlines/templates. They can also invite participants to register on the
course using the platform.
An open course can be set up as ‘closed’ (i.e. only for a particular institution/group), or ‘open’ (allowing
any participants from across the sector to register and complete the course). Once participants have
successfully completed the open course, the National Forum digital badge can be issued through the
platform.
Please Note: It is possible to integrate the National Forum Moodle platform with institutional VLEs (the
bridge used is VLE agnostic). This will enable staff to see the full range of PD courses open to them when
they log into their own VLE. For further information, please contact info@opencourses.ie
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If I am a new Facilitator, what do I need to consider before delivering an open course in a local
(institutional) context?
Facilitators can deliver a new iteration of a course in the National Forum Moodle space, or they can
localise the course and deliver through their institutional VLEs.
The content/materials/activities/resources/Articulate source files (in effect, the full open course) need to be
packaged for open download; this means having them in a form that is downloadable for new Facilitators
so they can utilise them within their own VLE. It is important to ensure that all materials and activities that
are developed for the online course are available under Creative Commons so they can be used by future
Facilitators.
All Facilitators are encouraged to join the online Facilitator community to share their experience and to
learn from the experience of others. You can access the community space here. Please note that once a
Facilitator delivers an open course either within their own institution or nationally they are entitled to claim
the ‘Facilitator Ambassador’ digital badge endorsed by the National Forum.

What amendments can I make to the content in order to customise it to different institutional
contexts?
Facilitators are encouraged to adapt the content to make it directly applicable to their institutional
contexts, e.g., they can add their institutional/centre logo to it but the original logos need to remain too;
they can make changes to the wording of content and activities to better reflect their institutional setting.
What should not be changed are the four badge criteria, how the content and activities are aligned to
those criteria, how the peer triads operate to complete the assessment, and the need for a professional
marketing video.
Further information about facilitating a course is available on our website.
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All open courses are developed for three delivery modes
Mode

Details

Self-study

The course content is available for an individual to work through in their own time and at their
own pace.
The self-study course must be developed using the Moodle template available from the National
Forum. The interactive materials of the open courses developed in this mode so far have used
Articulate. However, to support our commitment to open education, in future we would like all
open courses to be produced in H5P (https://h5p.org/)

F2F/Blended This format can be a combination of workshops and independent work completed before/after/
between workshops, with the total learner effort hours for the open course adding up to 25. All
workshops are delivered by a Facilitator.
The materials developed as part of the open course should include:
• activities to be completed by participants as part of the course
• associated resources
• a Facilitator guide. This guide should explain why the workshop is structured in a particular
way and key learning moments in the workshop. It should outline why particular resources
were chosen and how to use them.

F2F
Facilitator
Training

Please note: The Facilitator training should comprehensively guide future Facilitators through the
open course from an implementation/delivery perspective.
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Mode

Details

Online

Structure
The open course should be developed as an online course – generally delivered over a six-week
period. The 25 learner effort hours can be configured as appropriate, e.g., six one-hour webinars
and associated activities, or over 2 x 3 week blocks to allow participants to put into practice
something they have learnt from the course. A flipped classroom approach is generally used
where participants on the course are asked to complete a number of activities in advance of
each one-hour webinar. The webinar provides the opportunity to discuss and share views and
ideas. External experts can contribute to the webinar, as appropriate.
The actual delivery schedule can be decided by the development team in discussion with the
National Forum.

Importance of induction
Development teams should schedule a short introductory webinar prior to the online course
starting. It is advised that running this as an induction/orientation webinar prior to the six weeks
is important to enable Facilitators to confirm that all those who have registered are still available
to take the course (if they are not, others on the waiting list can be invited to participate). The
induction webinar also provides the opportunity to introduce the participants to the online
environment, allowing them to explore the online tools that will be used, to understand how
the peer triads work, to get an overview of what they can expect from the course, and to learn
about what is expected from them in relation to the four open course/badge criteria. Facilitators
can also demo course communication features such as Announcements, Discussion Fora, Chat
rooms, etc. during the induction period.
Online
Facilitator
Training

The online Facilitator course is developed in tandem with its associated open course. To earn the
Facilitator badge, an additional five learner hours are required; two webinars and an additional
activity must be incorporated so that participants commit an additional five hours of their time
to gaining the Facilitator badge. The Facilitator course prepares the future Facilitator for their
delivery of the course in their own context.
The delivery schedule for the Facilitator course can be discussed and agreed with the National
Forum - one approach is for the Facilitator course to run in tandem with the open course
webinars, and an alternative is that it runs for 2 weeks after the open course has concluded. This
enables participants to register and complete the open course badge (mandatory if becoming a
Facilitator) and to earn a Facilitator badge.

Specific development requirements
Occasionally there may be specific development requirements for an open course that fall outside those
outlined in this document. In such cases, the requirements will be negotiated between the National Forum
and the development team. Following this negotiation, the identified specific development requirements
will be detailed in the agreement between the National Forum and the development team.
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Part B - Conditions of Funding for PD Open
Course Development Process

October 2021

General Conditions of this Funding
1. Funding allocated will be transferred to your nominated institution on receipt of your acceptance of
the funding conditions outlined in this document. Any queries in relation to the funding should be
addressed to info@opencourses.ie
2. You must identify a contact person with email and phone details who will be the key liaison contact
between the open course development team and the National Forum. These details should be included
in the appropriate funding template which will be sent by the National Forum to the development
team.
3. Any change to the agreed budget spend must be approved by the National Forum.
4. The material developed for the badge must be open access and have a cc-by licence. The development
team will be required to participate in an evaluation of the development process led by the National
Forum to inform future PD open course development.
5. In the case of expenditures being greater than set out in the funding template, no additional funding
will be provided by the National Forum.
6. All procurement associated with this initiative will observe the requirements of the relevant EU and
public sector procedures.
7. All receipts and expenditures relating to this initiative must be separately recorded by the institution.
Details of this expenditure will be made available to the National Forum on request.
8. On completion of the expenditure, a full summary of the spend must be provided to the National Forum
(this can be an Agresso print out of expenditure signed by finance and co-signed by the open course
lead developer).
9. Unused funding must be returned to the National Forum.
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Conditions of Acceptance
The provision of funding is conditional on receipt of formal acceptance by the open course lead developer,
on behalf of their institution (and if appropriate, the development team partners).
Confirmation of acceptance of the following conditions is also necessary:
•

Agreement to carry out the agreed work in line with the open course development process.

•

Agreement to carry out the open course development to maximize impact at regional and national
level.

•

Agreement to facilitate all relevant audits and/or site visits.

•

Acceptance of the responsibility of the institution/s to ensure that appropriate permission of the use of,
e.g. photographs of participants in the publicity material related to the open course development has
been obtained.

•

Liability: The National Forum shall have no liability whatsoever in respect of the activities being
undertaken and your institution will accept full responsibility for all claims for compensation or other
claims for which it may become liable as an employer, or howsoever otherwise in respect of the above
mentioned open course development.

•

It is the responsibility of the Lead Developer to ensure that the Open Course development and
delivery is completed in line with these funding conditions. If extenuating circumstances require that
this responsibility needs to be transferred to an alternative lead in the team, in good time the lead
developer needs to:

•
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–

Contact the National Forum info@opencourses.ie to arrange a meeting involving the existing and
proposed new Lead Developer.

–

The Lead Developer needs to provide a summary of the current course development plan for the 3
modes of delivery and progress to date including details of the actual and projected funding spend.

–

The new Lead Developer needs to sign an addendum to the application accepting responsibility for
the completion of the outstanding/remaining work (this form is available from the National Forum).

If any member of the course team is no longer in a position to continue, the Course Lead should
contact the National Forum (info@opencourses.ie) as soon as possible to arrange a meeting to
identify potential alternative team members and to agree a strategy for finding a timely and suitable
replacement to join the development team, and integrate their expertise to the development and
delivery process.
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